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ONGOING ACTIVITIES

STAYING FIT IN WINTER

NEW ACTIVITIES

Water Aerobics, Tues
& Wed 6:15-7:30 pm,
Sunday 8:15-9:30 am,
Sivers Pool, fee: $8 per
class, Instructor: Don
Plumb, 503-516-7071
Yoga, Tues & Thurs 8:309:30 am, Sivers Bd Rm,
Fee: $70 for 10 classes.
Instructor: Karle Wagner,
503-853-3699

Self-directed Tai Chi,
Mon 6:15-6:45 pm,
Sivers Bd Rm, No Fee.
Contact: Betty Lee, 503-221-8773

This version of American Style Tai Chi is an

adaptation of Tai Chi movements that help older
people develop better balance and core strength.
The class is every Mon and Tues from 7:00 to 8:00
pm in the Sivers Bd Rm. The fee is $7.50 per class or
$60 for 8 classes. Instructor: John McKinney,
503-309 8732

Lincoln Health Club, 2B
Lincoln Tower (north end),
open 24 hours to all.

Sivers Center, Exercise Rm,
open 24 hours to all. Pool: see
posted times.

Zumba offers an hour workout putting together
easy but vigorous dance movements with lively
music. The class meets once a week on Thurs, 10:15
to 11:15 am in the Sivers Board Room. The fee is $7
per class or $24 for 4 classes. Instructor: Laura
Neck, neckum@aol.com

PLAZA CALENDAR

TRANSITIONS & KUDOS

APTCA MEETINGS

*The many long time residents of AP who knew
LaVonne “Lovie” Sedgewick were saddened to
learn that she passed away in Dec after she moved
into her new home at Mary’s Woods.

Jan 15—Feb 15, 2014
Budget: Jan 20, Lincoln Lobby, 6:30 pm
Comms: Jan 27, Lincoln Lounge, 7 pm
Exercise: Feb 05, Lincoln Lounge, 7 pm
Landscape: Feb 04, Lincoln Lounge, 5 pm
Operations: Jan 22, Lincoln Lounge, 7 pm

*A donation of a music stand from Cliff Reynolds is
now happily stowed away in the Sivers Lounge
closet for the benefit of future musical events.
Many thanks for a thoughtful and welcome gift!

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES

Closet Crafters: Feb 08, Lincoln Lounge,1:00 pm
Friday Happy Hour: 5 to 7 pm / Lincoln Lounge

AREA TRANSITION OPEN HOUSE

SPECIAL EVENTS
Newcomer’s Night: Wednesday, Jan 22 (see
below).
Tri-Met / PSU Open House: Thursday, Jan 23 (see
right column).

FITNESS CLASSES

Tai Chi Self-Directed: Mon, 6:15 pm, Board Room
Tai Chi Balance: Mon & Tues, 7 pm, Board Room
Yoga: Tues & Thurs, 8:30 am, Board Room
Water Aerobics: Sivers Pool
Tues & Thurs at 6:15 pm. Sunday at 8:15 am.
Zumba: Thursdays, 10 am / Board Room

HOLIDAY WRAPUP

MOVE-INS

Plaza residents were generous with their time and
giving during the Holiday Season.

Lincoln: George & Eileen Patail, Megan Beyer.
Grant: Mike Lay. Madison: Kaylin & Tyler Soldat.
From Lincoln to Grant: Charlie & Linda Williams.

Numerous volunteers beautifully decked out our
Lobbies and Sivers Center, and the Social
Committee organized another well-attended
Holiday Party and Potluck. Thank you to everyone
who helped.

Tower Talk is a publication of the American Plaza
Towers Condominium Association, Portland, OR.
Production Editor:

TriMet and PSU have partnered in an effort to
develop a possible developmental plan for the
Lincoln Station 4-acre area. They are seeking input
from all business and residential interests. On
Thurs, January 23rd, there will be two identical
presentations on this concept in an Open House at
University Place Hotel (next door) in the Coos Bay
Room. The 1st presentation is 11 am to 1 pm; 2nd
presentation is 4 pm to 6:30 pm. In both, there will be
a short summary after the first half hour for those
who cannot stay longer. You are cordially invited to
attend and to evaluate possible plans for the future.

Matt McCloud
pacificeditor@gmail.com

On-Site Editor:
Carol Wallace
503-274-9035/cwallace66@aol.com
Submit copy to Carol by the 5th of each month
APTCA Website: www.americanplazatowers.org
Webmasters: Charlie Landis:
chasland@gmail.com
Ken Tyrrell: kentyrr@gmail.com

Reminder for Newcomers
Don’t miss this meeting on Wed, Jan 22nd, Sivers
Lounge, at 7 pm! Ask questions and learn more
about the “ins and outs” of American Plaza.
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Our Closet Crafters group knitted and crocheted
over 150 scarves, mufflers and hats for the city’s
needy. Thank you to Linda Arnold, Jane Crowley,
Caroline Crumpacker, Lynne Hartshorn, Marianne
Larguier, Merry Meek and Joane Owens.
Some 264 pounds of food, clothing, shoes and
bedding were donated to the Oregon Food Bank
Drive. Thank you to the MSI staff for overseeing this
project. As of mid-January, residents had
contributed $6,810 to the Employee Holiday Fund.
MSI thanks you for your generosity. Note: You may
contribute to the fund through January.

NOV/DEC BOARD MEETING NOTES

TRIMET SCULPTURE ON LINCOLN ST

Submitted by Ken Tyrrell, Secretary
Since our area of
the city is in the
“Halprin District,” artist
Elizabeth
Connor decided
to use the
concept of
choreography in planning this work of art as a
tribute to Anna Halprin, who was a dancer. This
sculpture of a trio of buildings has steel textures that
create a choreographic illusion of movement as
someone passes by, either walking or riding in a car
or riding on a light rail train. The street light will
enhance this effect at night as well.
Usually TriMet art work is built on public land but
in this instance, TriMet arranged an agreement with
the Lovejoy Apartments to use their landscape berm
near the Lincoln Station on the north side of the
street. We thank both TriMet and the Lovejoy
Apartments for enhancing our environment with
this intriguing sculpture.

VOLUNTEER 2014
The Communications Committee has job openings,
some short term, some longer. Please look over our
needs below and let us know what you’d like to do.
We need your help to keep our Association going.
Tower Talk: We need general writers, editors and
photographers. You could volunteer to write a
specific feature, such as Meet Your Neighbor, or
research and write about other things of interest.
Web Site: Our web site is becoming more popular.
We need a computer person to help share the
posting and maintenance load.

Audit: The 2013 year-end audit will be done by
Schwindt and Company.
Budget: The proposed 2014 budget was adopted.
Decs & Bylaws: Proposed documents and proxy
forms have been sent out to owners.
Earthquakes: KPFF presented a summary of the
Seismic Risk Evaluation Report and answered
questions.
Garage Gate: The Lincoln garage gate, which has
not responded well recently to the remote key fob
signals, has had a new antenna and cable installed.
It seems much improved!
Insurance: Travelers Insurance was selected to
provide APTCA insurance for 2014.
Management Contract: New hourly rates were
approved for non-exhibit work performed by MSI.
(“Non-Exhibit” means not included in the contract.)
Management Contract Review: The Property
Management Evaluation Team has conducted
property tours for each prospective company and is
in the process of winnowing the list down to 2 or 3
candidates.
Project updates:
 Sivers roof replacement is finished.
 Fireplace flue enclosures are finished.
 Concrete spall repairs, balcony rail repairs, and
gutter replacements will likely continue into
February.
 The Board will conduct interviews, starting in
January, with the prospective engineers for the
Lincoln/Grant Water Supply Pipe project.
Reserve Study: MSI is updating our Reserve Study.

Newcomers Welcome Events: Our 1st gathering was
so successful that a 2nd one is in the works. (See
reminder on p. 2). With some enthusiastic
volunteers, this could become an on-going event.

Sivers Pool: The decision was made to replace the
current chlorine with calcium hypochlorite in the
Sivers indoor pool, as recommended during a recent
inspection.

Decs & Bylaws Campaign: Contact other
homeowners for follow-up on ballots not yet
submitted. This job is for this project only.

Next Board Meeting: January 16, 2014 at 7:00pm, in
Sivers Center Board Room.
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RESIDENTS’ CONCERNS
All of Faulty Towers will return in the next issue.

Half of the 20 ceiling lights in the Women’s Sivers
dressing room are burned out. The lighting is
dim.
Response: Replacement lights on order are expected soon
and will be installed as soon as possible.
The weather stripping around my front door frame
fell out, and I couldn’t find the same type in
hardware stores. I sent MSI a sample and
requested information on where I could find it but
got no answer.
Response: The Service Dept emailed this information to
the resident, but apparently it was not received. The
information has now been relayed by phone.
My fireplace frequently has gas and cigarette
odors from other units. This is a health hazard,
and I think all gas should be cut off in all units.
Response: This concern has been forwarded to the
APTCA Board for review.

At the entrance to Sivers Center, the high glass
windows could trap some birds. Could something
be done about this?
Response: The cost of modifying these windows to enable
birds to escape was put in the approved 2014 Budget.
The work will be scheduled as soon as possible.
The Rules & Regs state that owners must register
their pets and are not allowed to take dogs
through the first floor lobbies. These provisions
seem to be eliminated in the new version. The rule
on lobbies should be enforced.
Response: The resident was contacted to address her
questions and to clarify that the Rules & Regs are
supplemental to the Decs & Bylaws and may be updated
by the Board. Per the existing Rules & Regs, pets are not
to be taken through the 1st floor lobbies. Onsite staff is
instructed to remind residents of this rule if they see it
happening and to document the incident.

CITY DOGS AT APTC

I have been paying for a landline phone for the
sole purpose of admitting entry when visitors use
the code in the foyer to call me. This is expensive!
Response: A cell phone number with a local area code can
now be programmed into the entry system, eliminating
the need of a landline phone.
I bought my condo recently and discovered that
the garage door opener doesn’t open the main gate
and only the Madison gate with difficulty. I
should not be charged for a new opener.
Response: The remote garage opener was tested and
found to be 4 years old and no longer functional. A new
opener needs to be purchased.
I purchased my unit in July, paying the full
amount of the monthly HOA fee and was told I
could just connect my TV to the unit outlet to
receive service. I moved into my unit in Oct but
discovered that there was no signal when the TV
was plugged into the outlet. Consequently, I
would like to be refunded for the basic cable cost I
paid for between July and Oct.
Response: The MSI Move Coordinator advises all new
owners that Comcast needs to be contacted for a receiver
box before cable service is provided. The new owner
misunderstood the provision in the HOA fee regarding
basic cable service, and the Association has no obligation
to credit or reimburse the resident as requested.
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The Dog Ad Hoc Committee met twice last fall to
discuss our dog neighbors, and a report was filed
with the Landscape Committee. The key point
made was that dogs need designated toileting areas
to preserve our lawns and planted areas. There is
no landscaping product that prevents lawn burns
from dog urine in the dry season. The group
identified two designated dog potty areas. In
addition to the off-site city parks and walks along
1st Ave and Naito Parkway, there are two
recommended on-site grass areas: on the south side
of Sivers Center and along the 2nd Ave pedestrian
walkway near the stairs up to the City Park bricked
area. Grassy areas along the APTC sidewalks,
especially near Lincoln Tower, should be avoided.
Dogs in the planted areas are a bad idea for the
health of our landscaping.
The group also reviewed the Rules & Regs for pets,
which identify APTCA adherence to city regulations
regarding solid waste disposal. Ivy should be
avoided for dog toileting due to the difficulty in
collecting the solid waste. Dog waste stations have
been proposed and will require Board approval.
Ernie Bloch contributed a website report on the
subtle meaning of a dog’s tail wag. Take a look at
www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment24746107 for a chuckle! -- Kathleen Lagana

TEA & TRANQUILITY

RON’S RUMINATIONS ON RECYCLING

Ron Till, APTCA Board Director

Recently while taking our family’s trash and
recycling items down to the garbage room, I noticed
that there was a pile of debris at the bottom of the
chute where the bin should have been. Among the
debris was quite a bit of paper and cardboard. After
depositing the recycling, I prepared to dump my
trash in the trash bin. In that bin were three or four
metal cookie sheets as well as newspapers and
cardboard. Metal and paper should have been put
in the recycling bins.

On Jan 6th, a group of residents gathered in Lincoln
Lounge to enjoy the special experience of a Japanese
Tea Ceremony hosted by Yasuko Field. In the
picture, Yasuko presides at the tea table while
Allison Leak interprets her movements, each of
which has a special meaning. Allison also invited
the guests to file past a small shrine and to bow
while contemplating its beautiful objects. Later,
each guest was served a bowl of special tea and a
dessert. The protocol is to bow to the server before
accepting the tea or treat and to bow and apologize
to one’s neighbor for partaking before them.
The Japanese Tea Ceremony has become a high
aesthetic art form in Japan, embodying the ideals of
Zen Buddhism into preparing, serving, and
drinking a bowl of tea. The important idea is to
create an atmosphere to help the guests calm their
minds and be peaceful and serene. There are
several aspects of this ideal atmosphere: harmony
with nature, mutual respect between the host and
guests, appreciation of the beauty of objects, purity as
expressed in the careful cleaning of the utensils, and
tranquility, which frees the mind of worldly and
impure ideas.
Other AP helpers in the ceremony included Francia
White and Candy King with Ray Field taking
pictures, especially the one above. Everyone
appreciated starting the New Year with serenity.
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Some homeowners do not feel the need to separate
trash from recycling material. What is the big deal
if you don’t recycle? The big deal is that it costs us
all much more for trash than it does for the paper,
cans, and allowable plastic put in the recycling bins.
The latest monthly invoice from the haulers shows
that we paid $6l.50 for the recycling bins for all three
towers, but the trash bins cost us $1370.64 for
Lincoln, $1969.44 for Madison, and $2015.46 for
Grant. The total for all three towers just for the trash
bins was $5355.54. The logic is clear. The more we
recycle and the better we recycle, the less it will cost
us all.
If you aren’t sure which bin to use, look at the
pictures and wording posted or ask a staff member
or call a Board member.
Further, when we don’t properly recycle, we are
using our security staff and housekeeping staff to
do things that we should be doing. For example, we
are asked that all pasteboard boxes be flattened.
Also, staff should not have to sort through trash to
pull out recyclable material. That takes the staff
away from their regular duties such as security and
housekeeping.
Finally, recycling properly keeps much of the trash
out of the mountains of garbage
we are dumping in landfills that
will continue to rot away for
thousands of years. Recycling is
the financially and socially
responsible thing to do.
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